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Introduction

Why the Enforcement Power, and Why Now?

Intellectual puzzles may be intrinsically interesting, but at least in law they 
hardly warrant the time demanded to read (much less write) a book. Some-
thing more should warrant our attention— an urgency, or at least a timeliness, 
that makes a puzzle worth the pondering.

Congress’s power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, known 
as “the Section 5 power” or “the enforcement power,” certainly qualifies as an 
intellectual puzzle. As an authorization to Congress to “enforce” the provi-
sions of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Enforcement Clause is a grant of 
legislative power amid a catalog of constitutional rights that are for the most 
part judicially enforceable on their own (i.e., “self- executing”) and, indeed, 
largely aimed at limiting legislatures. Indeed, the very idea of constitutional 
rights presumes judicial, not legislative, enforcement, at least according to the 
standard understanding of courts as countermajoritarian institutions tasked 
with defending rights against legislative majorities. As such, the Enforcement 
Clause’s meaning is by no means self- evident.

The search for meaning is further clouded when one discovers the histori-
cal truth that the Fourteenth Amendment was originally drafted as a simple 
grant of power to Congress. The Fourteenth Amendment’s ultimate structure, 
in which Section 1 grants the rights to privileges and immunities, due process, 
and equal protection, with congressional enforcement power relegated to the 
end of the entire amendment in Section 5, reflects a change from the original 
draft offered in Congress. That original draft simply granted Congress power 
to enforce such rights, without a prior, self- executing grant of those rights. 
Given that history, how broadly should we read this counterintuitive grant 
of legislative power to “enforce” constitutional rights? What lessons, if any, 
should we draw from the format change?

Interesting enough. But the question of the enforcement power’s scope also 
has both a practical importance and a timeliness that warrant its careful con-
sideration today. First, it is nearly impossible to exaggerate the importance of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. It constitutes the central text of the second fram-
ing of the Constitution, in which federal constitutional rights were granted to 
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Americans not just as against the federal government but also against their 
own states. Today it is hard to believe that at one time states could infringe 
individuals’ speech rights, conduct unreasonable searches, and inflict cruel 
and unusual punishment subject only to whatever restrictions state law im-
posed, but such was the case until the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified 
in 1868. Thus, the amendment worked a basic change in the federal structure. 
Indeed, Justice Thurgood Marshall once stated that while the nation survived 
the Civil War, the (original) Constitution did not.

Second, the enforcement power itself raises fundamental issues of con-
stitutional structure. As noted earlier, the Enforcement Clause is a grant 
of congressional power to enforce constitutional rights in a document in 
which rights are thought to be judicially enforceable. Thus, while the Four-
teenth Amendment generally raises significant questions of federalism, the 
Enforcement Clause in particular introduces equally important questions 
about the separation of powers between Congress and the federal courts. 
The point can be illustrated by a famous quotation that, in many ways, states 
the central issue this book addresses. In Marbury v. Madison, Chief Justice 
Marshall, in the course of asserting the power of judicial review, stated that 
“it is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say 
what the law is.”1 If that statement is true, then what role does Congress have 
under its authority to “enforce” the “law” of the Fourteenth Amendment? 
The most obvious answer, that the Enforcement Clause merely authorizes 
Congress to prescribe remedies for violations of “the law” as announced by 
the Court, is both unacceptably trivial and inconsistent with the framers’ 
understanding of Congress’s critical role in protecting these rights.2 But any 
broader reading of the enforcement power inevitably raises tension with 
Marbury’s statement about courts’ power “to say what the law is.” This ten-
sion is not insoluble. Still, any answer to the puzzle of the Enforcement 
Clause must resolve, or at least acknowledge, it.

The Urgency of the Issue
A correct understanding of the enforcement power is especially urgent today, 
given the uniqueness of that power and its moral resonance.

The Uniqueness of the Enforcement Power
As a practical matter, the importance of the enforcement power depends on 
the extent to which other sources of power allow Congress to achieve the 
same substantive goals. The Constitution gives Congress various regulatory 
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powers: for example, in addition to the power to enforce the Fourteenth 
Amendment, Congress also possesses the power to tax and spend “for the . . . 
general Welfare” and to regulate interstate commerce. If Congress could 
always accomplish through, say, the commerce power whatever it could con-
ceivably accomplish through the enforcement power, there would be less need 
to think carefully about the proper scope of that latter power. In recent years, 
however, the Supreme Court has shown new interest in cutting back on those 
other powers. Since 1995 it has twice struck down federal statutes as exceed-
ing Congress’s power to regulate interstate commerce. The agreement of five 
justices in 2012 that the Affordable Care Act exceeded Congress’s commerce 
power suggests continued skepticism of that power.

In addition to restricting the commerce power’s scope, the Court has also 
imposed subsidiary restrictions on what Congress can accomplish with that 
power. It has held that general principles of federalism restrict Congress’s 
ability to “commandeer” state governments— that is, to require them to act 
according to federal mandates— even when that “commandeering” clearly 
implicates interstate commerce.3 Even more important, it has held that, even 
though a particular statute might be a valid interstate commerce regulation, 
that source of regulatory authority does not allow Congress to make states 
liable for money judgments when they violate that law. Thus, for example, 
the commerce power authorizes Congress to regulate employment, and even 
authorizes that regulation to apply to states, in their capacity as employers.4 
However, it does not authorize Congress to mandate back pay awards against 
state government employers.5 This limitation on remedies is crucial, given 
how important retrospective relief may be to making would- be plaintiffs 
whole, and inducing them to sue— and indeed, to helping them find a lawyer 
willing to take the case.6 It is important to keep in mind that much— though 
not all— enforcement legislation can find support in the Commerce Clause as 
well as the Enforcement Clause. But the availability of a full set of remedies 
often turns on whether the challenged law is valid as enforcement legislation.

Cutbacks on other congressional powers, most notably the power to attach 
conditions on state government recipients of federal monetary grants, are also 
on the current Court’s radar screen. In the 2012 decision otherwise affirming 
the Affordable Care Act’s constitutionality, a solid majority of the Court held 
that the conditions the statute placed on federal funding of a state’s Medic-
aid plan exceeded Congress’s powers under Article I’s Spending Clause. Early 
commentary on that decision has identified this cutback on federal power as 
a potentially significant development, given how much federal policy in areas 
ranging from education to law enforcement is implemented via conditions 
Washington imposes on monetary grants to states.7 Finally, a decision from 
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2014 called into question, for the first time in a century, the scope of Con-
gress’s power to enact legislation carrying into effect our obligations under 
international treaties.8 If you wonder what possible relevance Congress’s 
power to enact treaty- implementing legislation has to domestic human rights 
laws, consider the panoply of human rights conventions the United States has 
signed since World War II.

Many of these restrictions do not apply to enforcement legislation. First, 
the enforcement power allows Congress to regulate state action in areas— for 
example, domestic relations, family law, and criminal justice— that may not 
come within the Court’s new, more restrictive understanding of the interstate 
commerce power. Second, enforcement legislation may make states liable for 
retrospective relief, such as damages. As noted earlier, such relief is often a 
civil rights plaintiff ’s most important demand. Third, it is also probably the 
case, although it has not yet been decided, that the “anticommandeering” 
rule does not apply to federal laws enacted pursuant to Congress’s enforce-
ment power. For example, the Voting Rights Act (VRA), enacted pursuant to 
both the Enforcement Clause and Congress’s cognate power to enforce the 
Fifteenth Amendment,9 cuts deeply into states’ sovereign functions of con-
ducting elections and organizing themselves into governing units. Finally, the 
Spending Clause’s restriction on coercive federal conditions does not, as a 
matter of logic, apply to enforcement legislation: such legislation, by defini-
tion, compels particular state conduct rather than operating as a financial 
inducement. Clearly, then, the enforcement power has become an attractive, 
and even indispensable, tool for the attainment of important federal policy 
objectives.

The Expressive Imperative
Beyond the practical importance of the enforcement power lies its symbol-
ism. Seventy years ago Justices Douglas and Jackson objected to the Court’s 
reliance on congressional possession of the commerce power as the founda-
tion for striking down California’s Depression- era “Okie” law, preventing the 
importation of indigent persons from other states.10 Those justices took issue 
with the symbolism of reducing Americans’ right to travel from state to state 
to a matter of commerce, as opposed to a matter of individual rights and 
national citizenship. In Justice Douglas’s memorable words, in his view “the 
right of persons to move freely from State to State occupies a more protected 
position in our constitutional system than does the movement of cattle, fruit, 
steel and coal across state lines.”11
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That same expressive concern animates this book’s call to reconsider the 
Enforcement Clause. Even if, contrary to our earlier analysis, Congress’s com-
merce, spending, and other Article I powers sufficed to achieve everything 
that could be achieved with enforcement legislation, it would remain impor-
tant that individual rights legislation be grounded, when appropriate, on the 
enforcement power. That power directly relates to individual rights: to para-
phrase Justice Douglas, it makes clear that the subject matter is constitutional 
rights, rather than interstate commerce affecting cattle, fruit, steel, coal— or 
people. Moreover, as enforcement legislation, it directly involves the repre-
sentatives of the American people in giving concrete meaning to the most 
important constitutional rights we enjoy as Americans. Even a cynic about 
the legislative process must concede that a congressional debate explicitly fo-
cused on a bill’s relationship to due process or equal protection sends a differ-
ent message than one focused on Congress’s authority to regulate commerce.

To be sure, individual rights legislation cannot always rest on the Enforce-
ment Clause. For example, because Fourteenth Amendment restrictions 
apply only to state government, antidiscrimination legislation operating on 
private employers cannot rest on that ground unless that private discrimina-
tion can be meaningfully attributable to the state.12 (Chapter 8 will discuss 
this possibility.) However, when federal legislation regulates states in pursuit 
of liberty and equality rights, the enforcement power should play a prominent 
role in the analysis, for reasons that are no less important simply because they 
relate to law’s expressive function.

The Muddled State of the Doctrine
If one agrees that the enforcement power is either indispensable, uniquely 
expressive, or simply a valuable policy tool, then it becomes important to 
ground it on a stable foundation. Unfortunately, the Court’s current enforce-
ment power doctrine is severely muddled. Since the seminal 1997 case City 
of Boerne v. Flores,13 the Court has required that enforcement legislation be 
“congruent and proportional” to the underlying right it seeks to protect. As 
the name implies, the “congruence and proportionality” test requires that 
enforcement legislation bear some relationship— as will become clear later, 
more than simply a minimal or plausible relationship— to the unconstitu-
tional conduct against which the statute seeks to enforce.

Justices across the ideological spectrum accepted Boerne’s formula. How-
ever, in post- Boerne cases the Court split badly on its proper application. 
More important, the Court’s application of the congruence and proportional-
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ity test is analytically incoherent, impossible to predict, and institutionally 
illegitimate. We will discuss these problems in chapters 4 and 5. But here’s a 
quick summary.

Analytical Incoherence
In the first several years after Boerne a tenuous majority coalesced around the 
proposition that enforcement legislation had to be congruent and propor-
tional to the underlying right, as the Court itself applied that underlying right 
in direct constitutional litigation. For example, in 2000 the Court accorded 
skeptical review of enforcement legislation aimed at protecting the equal 
protection rights of the elderly because underlying equal protection doctrine 
had identified the elderly as a “nonsuspect class”— legalese for saying that age 
discrimination does not trigger careful judicial scrutiny.14 The Court under-
stood that doctrinal decision as a conclusion that age discrimination did not 
constitute a serious constitutional concern. In turn, that conclusion rendered 
such enforcement legislation presumptively overbroad, and hence not “con-
gruent and proportional.”

The problem with this approach is that sometimes judicial doctrine, and in 
particular “suspect class” doctrine, does not reflect what this book calls “core” 
constitutional meaning— that is, the actual constitutional rule— to which 
enforcement legislation must be congruent and proportional. Instead, such 
doctrine is better understood as a set of decisional aids that help courts decide 
cases despite judges’ inability to discern that core meaning. The distinction 
between decisional aids and core constitutional meaning is not an intuitive 
one: we are accustomed to consider anything the Court says about the con-
stitutionality of a challenged action as an interpretation of the Constitution 
itself. Later chapters in this book will explain and defend this distinction.

For now, suspend any skepticism, and assume that sometimes the Court 
decides constitutional cases based on principles that are chosen because 
judges can competently apply them. When the Court does this, the result-
ing analysis should not be understood as stating the core constitutional rule 
that marks the proper reference point for enforcement legislation under the 
congruence and proportionality standard. To be sure, such analysis may be 
helpful in demarcating the allowable space for enforcement legislation. But it 
should not be the final word. Unfortunately, much of the Court’s Enforcement 
Clause jurisprudence in the first decade after Boerne ignored the difference 
between core constitutional meaning and constitutional decision rules when 
locating the reference point for enforcement legislation.
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Unpredictability
The analytical mistake identified here is serious enough, but in recent years 
the Court has compounded the error by deviating from this template in 
unpredictable ways. This new phase of Enforcement Clause doctrine began 
in earnest in a 2012 case reviewing the “self- care” provision of the Family and 
Medical Leave Act (FMLA).15 The FMLA was enacted to protect the equal 
protection right to sex equality— a right the Court has recognized since the 
1970s as meriting significant judicial protection.16 Under the Court’s enforce-
ment power template as it existed before the 2012 FMLA self- care case, the 
Court’s own recognition of the serious constitutional issue sex discrimina-
tion presents should have led it to give Congress significant latitude to craft 
enforcement legislation. This may sound paradoxical, but on reflection it 
is not: if a particular type of discrimination (e.g., sex discrimination) is so 
problematic that it merits heightened judicial scrutiny, then it makes sense 
that Congress should enjoy more latitude to legislate against such discrimi-
nation. But in 2012 the Court broke with that template and instead reviewed 
the FMLA’s self- care provision skeptically. Based on that review, it found that 
provision to constitute inappropriate enforcement legislation.

The FMLA case’s skeptical judicial review of the self- care provision echoed 
the Court’s reception to another species of enforcement legislation aimed at 
another type of particularly problematic discrimination. In 2009 the Court 
considered a claim that crucial provisions of the VRA exceeded Congress’s 
power to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment. (While the Court has never de-
cided whether the Fifteenth Amendment’s Enforcement Clause is subject to 
the same congruence and proportionality standard, prior to Boerne it was 
generally understood that the two enforcement clauses provided Congress 
with analogous power.)17 The VRA deals with racial discrimination— the type 
of discrimination that was clearly of greatest concern to Reconstruction- era 
members of Congress, and the type that the Court has identified as present-
ing the most serious constitutional threat.

The Court resolved the 2009 case on a statutory ground. Nevertheless, it 
expressed doubts about those provisions’ constitutionality, suggesting for the 
first time since Boerne itself that Congress exceeded its power when it legis-
lated to enforce a right the Court itself considered constitutionally central. 
These VRA provisions survived the 2009 case. However, in 2013 the Court 
returned to this issue. Again it expressed skepticism about Congress’s implicit 
judgments regarding the need for this legislation. But this time it struck down 
the key foundation for those provisions.18
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Thus, in recent years the Court shattered its own template according def-
erence to enforcement legislation based on whether that legislation targeted 
discrimination the Court itself has identified as particularly troubling. As ex-
plained earlier, that template was itself problematic. But the Court’s recent 
cases, by abandoning that template, have added unpredictably to that analyti-
cal incoherence.

Illegitimacy
This unpredictability has been accompanied by a further loss in judicial 
legitimacy. The FMLA and VRA opinions were striking in their willingness 
to second- guess congressional judgments about, respectively, the subtlety 
and the persistence of discrimination. The FMLA’s self- care provision was 
defended as a means of combating the subtle perceptions employers had 
about the likelihood that women were more likely than men to lose work time 
to attend to family- care responsibilities. The VRA’s renewal in 2006— the 
fourth since its original enactment in 1965— reflected Congress’s conclu-
sion that racial discrimination in the covered jurisdictions, while certainly 
mitigated since the worst days of Jim Crow, had not disappeared. Indeed, 
substantial evidence suggested that such discrimination had declined exactly 
because of the VRA’s deterrent effect and might reappear if the statute were 
struck down or otherwise allowed to lapse.

Such judgments about discrimination’s subtlety and persistence are funda-
mentally policy decisions. As the book will explain, they require evaluation of 
large- scale social facts and predictions based on those facts— functions that 
legislatures, including Congress, have far more competence and political le-
gitimacy than courts to perform. The Court’s skeptical review of those judg-
ments in the FMLA and VRA cases reveal a Court that has arrogated to itself 
the power to second- guess such congressional policy decisions. This type of 
review is inappropriate for a nonelected court. On top of making judicial re-
view unpredictable, this development has made it illegitimate as well.

The Need for a New Approach
It is time to put Enforcement Clause doctrine on a sound footing. This call 
to action would be fitting even if the only issues on the table were the fate of 
the VRA and other legislation benefiting groups that historically have been of 
central concern to equal protection. But the problem is even more pressing. 
As our nation becomes ever more pluralistic, new groups will continue assert-
ing demands for equality. Congress will likely play a major role in addressing 
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those demands, given its political accountability and responsiveness to 
social changes. That responsiveness will take the form, in part, of legislation 
grounded on Congress’s enforcement power.

Such laws will severely strain current Enforcement Clause jurisprudence 
by forcing the Court to confront arguments that don’t easily fit within the 
Court’s current approach to equal protection.19 First, new groups’ equality 
claims translate imperfectly into the template created by the clause’s central 
concern with racial equality. For example, some classifications, such as those 
based on sexual orientation, are viewed by some Americans as reflecting 
matters of the deepest morality; for others, they reflect simple (and consti-
tutionally illegitimate) dislike. Other classifications confound the Court’s 
usual equal protection inquiry into whether the classification is generally rel-
evant to a legitimate government purpose. For example, disability, obesity, 
and genetic makeup are classification criteria that are undeniably relevant to 
certain purposes government can legitimately pursue. However, those same 
characteristics generate feelings of fear and even disgust that, if acted upon 
by government, mark such discrimination as illegitimate.20 The complex mo-
tivations for these classifications render the blunt tool of suspect class analysis 
less helpful in determining the latitude Congress should enjoy to enact en-
forcement legislation. Its unhelpfulness will only grow as new groups con-
tinue to demand judicial and congressional protection.

The FMLA and VRA cases discussed earlier reveal an additional reason for 
constructing a stronger foundation for the enforcement power. As we noted, 
those statutes responded to, respectively, subtle and persistent discrimina-
tion. Such “second- generation” discrimination requires legislation that itself 
is more nuanced and responsive to the indirect ways in which discrimination 
manifests itself today. Similarly, the apparent success of older antidiscrimina-
tion statutes may mark a permanent uprooting of bias, or simply its tempo-
rary suppression. Just as with the enactment of second- generation statutes 
designed to root out subtler manifestations of discrimination, so too renew-
als of seemingly successful laws may be appropriate on the theory that the 
targeted discrimination is merely lying dormant. The public debate in early 
2013 about the continued need for voting rights legislation reflected this lat-
ter possibility, as VRA advocates argued that, despite real progress, the job of 
uprooting racial discrimination in voting was not yet complete.21

These judgments are difficult. More important, they rest on both aware-
ness of broad social facts and interpretations of those facts that in turn rest 
heavily on values and ideology. So described, these decisions are fundamen-
tally policy judgments, most appropriately left to legislators. An approach to 
the Enforcement Clause that allows, or even forces, courts to second- guess 
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such judgments needs reconsideration. This need will grow as Congress con-
tinues to renew older enforcement legislation and enact new legislation re-
sponding to new patterns of discrimination.

The Book’s Thesis
This book argues that Congress, as the legislative voice of the nation, is often 
better suited than the Court to determine what the Fourteenth Amendment’s 
vague mandate of equal protection requires in particular contexts.22 It argues 
that the very nature of the equal protection guarantee makes it largely— 
though, crucially, not completely— beyond judicial authority and competence 
to apply in particular situations. At the same time, it recognizes ultimate judi-
cial supremacy in constitutional interpretation, including interpretation of 
the Equal Protection Clause. This recognition requires a role for meaning-
ful judicial review of enforcement legislation. This argument rests on three 
insights.

Equal Protection’s Core Meaning
First and most fundamentally, leaving aside two special cases noted later, equal 
protection’s core meaning insists simply that government classifications be 
both rational and free of illegitimate motivations such as simple dislike of the 
burdened group— what is often called “animus.” (These concepts overlap but 
are distinct: for example, government action may be irrational even though 
there is no evidence that officials dislike the burdened group.)23 Of course, 
judicial doctrine is far more complex than these two seemingly straightfor-
ward elements. But much of that doctrine— in particular, the “tiered scrutiny” 
structure ultimately based on Footnote 4 of the seminal 1938 case United States 
v. Carolene Products24— is best understood as a set of judicial decision rules 
courts use to implement these core equal protection requirements. (Chapter 
2 explains the tiered scrutiny structure and its grounding in Carolene Prod-
ucts.) For enforcement power purposes, the key implication of this insight 
is that the congruence and proportionality standard, correctly understood, 
requires that enforcement legislation be congruent and proportional to the 
core rationality and anti- animus rules, not the tiered scrutiny structure that 
judges employ when attempting to apply those rules.

To be sure, equal protection constitutes more than prohibitions on unrea-
sonable and animus- driven classifications. Beyond those rules, the modern 
Court has also made clear that the clause imposes severe limits on govern-
ment’s discretion to use race in its decision making. The Court’s conclusion 
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on this issue is controversial, and its application at the margins unsettled,25 
but at least since 1989 the Court has made clear that the presumptive rule 
against government use of race stands not as a decisional rule but as a core 
equal protection principle.26 In addition, the Court has identified a “funda-
mental rights strand” of equal protection, which holds that some substantive 
rights are so important that the Equal Protection Clause presumptively man-
dates their equal distribution.27

These two latter rules constitute core constitutional principles to which en-
forcement legislation must also be congruent and proportional. As important 
as they are, each of them applies only to a specific factual context; thus, this 
book will focus primarily on federal legislation enforcing equal protection’s 
far broader rules about reasonableness and animus. However, chapter 10 will 
also explain how a reconceptualized enforcement power applies to the race 
and fundamental rights contexts.

Comparative Competence and Expertise
Second, Congress is better suited than courts to review state laws for the 
unreasonableness and animus that constitute equal protection’s core meaning. 
Because unreasonableness and animus are different concepts, they require 
different analyses. Begin with reasonableness. A determination that a state 
law classifies unreasonably requires an examination into the lines drawn by 
the legislation— to allow forty- nine- year- old policemen to remain on the 
force but to require fifty- year- old officers to retire,28 or to limit the freedom of 
opticians, but not optometrists or ophthalmologists, to fit corrective lenses.29 
Such decisions are fundamentally legislative, as they involve the drawing of 
lines that could just as legitimately have been drawn elsewhere, and whose 
logic and correctness are not susceptible to traditional legal analysis. This 
lack of judicial competence suggests that the task of reviewing state law line- 
drawing for reasonableness is better performed by the federal legislature 
rather than by federal courts. In turn, this greater congressional competence 
warrants at least some judicial respect for enforcement legislation targeting 
asserted state violations of the reasonableness requirement.

Review of state laws for animus requires a different analysis. Animus is 
usually understood as bare dislike or disapproval of the burdened group, en-
acted into law.30 The difficulty with this formulation is that government law-
yers defending a decision to accord differential treatment can usually offer 
legitimate purposes supporting that decision. For example, employment dis-
crimination against disabled persons can be justified as a cost- minimization 
measure, and exclusion of same- sex couples from marriage can be explained 
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as a result of marriage’s asserted purpose to promote procreation, even if the 
real reasons for these measures are, respectively, public discomfort with dis-
abled persons and moral disapproval of gays and lesbians. While it is possible 
for judges to sift through pretextual and implausible justifications, courts 
often refrain from such careful scrutiny, in recognition of their inability to 
legitimately and accurately probe government action for evidence of such il-
legitimate motivations.

To an even greater degree than with unreasonableness, Congress enjoys 
more authority than courts to identify animus lurking in state actions. Con-
gress, with its continual electoral renewal and broad national foundation, is 
the most legitimate voice of Americans’ moral sensibilities. As such, it is far 
better suited than courts to make the fundamentally normative judgment that 
a given classification is unfair— that is, is based on animus.

Limits on Congressional Power
The third pillar of the book’s thesis addresses limits on the enforcement 
power. The picture sketched so far suggests broad congressional latitude to 
enact enforcement legislation, based on Congress’s superior competence to 
review legislative classifications for reasonableness and its superior author-
ity to review those classifications for fundamental fairness. But limits must 
exist on this power, to satisfy both the Court’s insistence that the Enforce-
ment Clause stops short of authorizing Congress to interpret the Fourteenth 
Amendment and the fact that the amendment itself leaves states with signifi-
cant policy- making discretion.

This book offers an approach to judicial review of enforcement legisla-
tion that imposes meaningful limits on congressional power that courts are 
capable of implementing consistent with their own competence and author-
ity. Chapters 6 and 7 explain the details: for now, the important point is that 
the Court should both respond to the judgments Congress actually makes 
when it enacts enforcement legislation, and respect both Congress’s and its 
own competence and authority to make those judgments. As those chapters 
explain, this review should be deferential, but nevertheless meaningful and 
legitimate in light of courts’ particular role and capability. This is possible, but 
only if courts conducting that review ask the right questions.

Fundamentally, this thesis does not call for a change in the Court’s Four-
teenth Amendment doctrine governing either Section 1’s grant of particular 
rights or Section 5’s grant of enforcement power to Congress. Rather, it argues 
for a change in the Court’s understanding of that doctrine. That change would 
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enable congressional action that is both justified by Congress’s institutional 
and democratic advantages, and consistent with core equal protection law.

The difference between the Court changing its Enforcement Clause doc-
trine and changing its application of current doctrine may be subtle, but it 
is real. A fundamental component of that doctrine— the Court’s insistence 
that it enjoys the final word in interpreting the Constitution— reflects a long- 
standing judicial commitment. It is not likely to abandon that commitment 
anytime soon, even if some applications of it are subject to legitimate criti-
cism. More specifically, the congruence and proportionality test is nearly 
twenty years old and was adopted by a large majority of the Court that in-
cluded liberals and conservatives. But this book aims to clear a path, consis-
tent with those principles, that would allow the Court to escape the current 
dead end, in which its approach to equal protection has become a hindrance 
to, rather than a guidepost for, enforcement legislation. Clearing that path 
requires the Court to rethink the meaning of its approach to equal protection, 
and what that approach means for Congress’s enforcement power. This is not 
a small change.

A Word about Judicial Supremacy
As the prior paragraph suggested, this book assumes judicial supremacy— that 
is, the unalterable status of the Supreme Court’s statements of constitutional 
meaning, except via the Court’s own overruling or the Article V amendment 
process. In part this assumption simply reflects a concession to the reality 
that the modern Court, under both Chief Justice William Rehnquist (1986– 
2005) and Chief Justice John Roberts (2005– present), has firmly established, 
at least for our era, the idea of the Supreme Court as the ultimate arbiter of 
constitutional meaning. That Court is well known (and often criticized) for 
its willingness to enforce its own understanding of the federal- state balance. It 
decided Bush v. Gore,31 and with it the election of 2000. That same year it ele-
vated the police warnings suggested in Miranda v. Arizona32 to the status of 
constitutional requirement, even in the face of Congress’s determination that 
the underlying constitutional requirement of noncoercive police interroga-
tions could be achieved in other ways.33 In more recent years, the Rehnquist 
and Roberts Courts have insisted on a role in demarcating the national secu-
rity power the executive branch can wield in the post– September 11 age. In 
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission,34 the Court insisted on its own 
understanding not just of corporations’ legitimate role in the electoral process 
but indeed of what constitutes a legitimate electoral process in the eyes of the 
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American people. In starting from an assumption of judicial supremacy, this 
book concedes the reality of the current age.

To be sure, that current reality has much to commend it. Today, scholars 
often critique judicial supremacy, calling instead for a “popular constitution-
alism” in which “We the People” have the power to determine what the Con-
stitution means. As will become clear, this book is sympathetic to those calls, 
but it seeks to retain the benefits of a supreme interpretive role for courts. It 
does so out of respect for the fact that federal courts— including the Supreme 
Court— have provided at least some countermajoritarian protection for basic 
constitutional liberties. Certainly, one can overstate the Court’s heroic role 
in American history. After all, in the twentieth century it approved both the 
segregation of African Americans and the internment of Japanese Americans, 
and it fell victim to the same national paranoia that led to the repression of 
left- wing speech. While eventually these mistakes were corrected, the Court 
waited to do so until either the crisis had passed or, in the case of segrega-
tion, until the political branches and the nation as a whole had already taken 
large steps to repudiate that practice. More generally, some scholars have con-
cluded that, eventually, the Court ends up more or less reflecting the views of 
the American people.35

Still, there is something to the myth. As early as the 1930s the Court was ex-
pressing concern with unfair and racist criminal justice systems in the South. 
Nobody can deny that the Court under Chief Justice Earl Warren (1953– 1969) 
took up the unpopular causes of criminal defendants; when combined with 
its activism on behalf of racial equality, the offense to political forces was 
enough to help generate movements to impeach several justices. At least for 
a period, the Court under the next chief justice, Warren Burger (1969– 1986), 
stood behind judges who ordered unpopular remedies to desegregate schools; 
it also continued its campaign for sex equality even after political opposition 
succeeded in defeating the Equal Rights Amendment. The Rehnquist Court 
struck down flag- burning statutes. Finally, the modern Court has shown at 
least some backbone in insisting on limits to executive power in the war on 
terror, even if the ultimate evaluation of its actions in this area remains to be 
given. Even its controversial decision in Citizens United reflects a Court that 
is willing to vindicate its own conception of civil rights, regardless of public 
opinion.

Thus, in an era where national security fears, resurgent xenophobia, and 
deep cultural disagreement threaten constitutional rights, and where govern-
ment views information control as crucial, advocates of popular constitution-
alism risk disabling the power of the one branch that offers at least the hope of 
providing a broader, calmer perspective more responsive to both rule- of- law 
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and civil liberties– grounded concerns. The fact that historically courts have 
failed to completely live up to that potential does not justify disarming them 
by denying their decisions conclusive authority. This book argues that judicial 
supremacy can be squared, if not perfectly then at least passably, with a proper 
respect for the ability of “the People,” acting through Congress, to give effect 
to— literally, to “enforce”— the Equal Protection Clause, the constitutional pro-
vision that is perhaps most susceptible to popularly determined application.

The Battles Not Joined
Any book focusing on the scope of Section 5’s enforcement power must 
tread a careful path between two hazards. On the one hand, such an inquiry 
inevitably requires examination of the underlying rights guaranteed by Sec-
tion 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment— the familiar rights to “privileges” and 
“immunities,” “due process,” and, of course, “equal protection.” This is not 
only inevitable but desirable; a book about Section 5 that failed to engage 
underlying Section 1 doctrine would be hopelessly formalistic. Yet at the same 
time, introducing underlying Section 1 doctrine into the mix threatens to 
swamp the focus on congressional enforcement power. Even more fundamen-
tally, today a book addressing any part of the Fourteenth Amendment— or 
indeed any part of the Constitution— requires either a discussion of interpre-
tive methods or, at the very least, the author’s disclosure of any interpretive 
assumptions he makes. Again, though, deep discussion of interpretive meth-
ods, just like deep discussion of the meaning of underlying Section 1 rights, 
threatens to overwhelm the intended focus on congressional enforcement 
power. Thus, the need for assumptions, disclosures, and disclaimers.

Begin with the topic. This book assumes that the Fourteenth Amendment 
constitutes the primary source for the constitutional rights Americans enjoy 
against state misconduct. Some scholars may argue that that reliance inappro-
priately denigrates the importance of the Thirteenth Amendment, banning 
slavery, and its own, nearly identically worded, enforcement clause. Despite 
its seeming narrowness, scholars have argued that the Thirteenth Amend-
ment’s ban on slavery is properly understood as extending beyond prohibiting 
chattel slavery or its equivalents, to proclaim freedom for all Americans— a 
concept broad enough to encompass a wide variety of rights. They also note 
the amendment’s potential for broad congressional enforcement, given its ap-
plicability to all conduct— not, as with the Fourteenth Amendment, simply 
the conduct of state governments.

There is much to commend a revitalized understanding of the Thirteenth 
Amendment. However, a century of legal precedent has identified the Four-
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teenth Amendment as the primary source for Americans’ constitutional 
rights. That long- standing practice has influenced broader American culture: 
today, when Americans talk about our “constitutional rights,” our gaze turns 
to the Fourteenth Amendment’s “majestic generalities,”36 especially “due pro-
cess of law” and “the equal protection of the laws.” This is not to say that such 
rights cannot be found in the Thirteenth Amendment. But refocusing our 
attention toward the Thirteenth Amendment constitutes another agenda and 
another book. Those books exist.37 But this is not one of them. Instead, this 
book takes as a given both the Court’s and American society’s location of 
their fundamental rights in the Fourteenth Amendment.

This book also makes some basic assumptions about rights under Sec-
tion 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment, and particularly the Equal Protection 
Clause. Most notably, it assumes that the Equal Protection Clause speaks to 
more than racial classifications. If the clause is understood only to guaran-
tee some level of racial equality, difficult interpretive and enforcement issues 
would remain. However, those issues would have been recognizable to the 
amendment’s drafters and enactors in 1866. For example, does the Fourteenth 
Amendment require racial equality in every sphere of government action, 
or just with regard to what the framing generation understood as “civil” 
rights? Does it allow race- conscious government action designed to ensure 
ultimate equality, or does it require color blindness? Since then, American 
constitutional law has experienced an extraordinary expansion of contexts 
and, crucially for our purposes, types of discrimination that equal protection 
is thought to address.

The assumption that the clause addresses more than race is, I believe, a 
defensible one, given this book’s goals. Ultimately, this is not a book about in-
terpretive method or even about the proper interpretation of Section 1; rather, 
it is a book about the interplay of equal protection doctrine and institutional 
roles in the context of congressional enforcement power. It therefore takes as 
a given the last forty years of equal protection doctrine, and the interpretive 
theory that produced it. A reader may view this assumption as a case of con-
fusing the familiar with the permanent. Still, it seems doubtful that the Court 
will abandon wholesale its expansion of equal protection’s scope beyond race. 
Unlike in past situations where the Court has been forced to repudiate long- 
standing doctrine, the Court’s expansion of equal protection beyond race, 
while certainly not free of analytical problems, has not elicited a fundamen-
tal challenge that makes a complete repudiation plausible. Moreover, this as-
sumption is appropriate in order to maintain a careful focus on the Section 
5 power. As Justice Scalia has suggested, the expansion of equal protection’s 
scope to areas beyond race has implications for the proper meaning of the 
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enforcement power.38 Thus, any analysis of that power should hold constant 
the other variable— that is, the scope of the Equal Protection Clause itself.

This book also assumes that the Court will continue to test enforcement 
legislation against a standard requiring a reasonably tight connection between 
the statute and the constitutional violation it targets. This is, in some ways, its 
most critical assumption. Many scholars have criticized Boerne’s congruence 
and proportionality test as historically unsupported and inappropriately dis-
missive of Congress’s authority to engage in its own constitutional interpreta-
tion. Indeed, Justice Scalia, who joined the majority opinion in Boerne, later 
reversed himself, criticizing that test as “flabby” and involving the Court in 
disrespectful second- guessing of the factual record Congress assembles justi-
fying enforcement legislation.

Nevertheless, Boerne’s core insight— that enforcement legislation must 
exhibit some relationship to Court- stated Fourteenth Amendment law— 
appears here to stay. A court’s scrutiny of that relationship may well be def-
erential. Indeed, this book will argue for such deference. Similarly, the Court 
may have to adjust its understanding of what that underlying Fourteenth 
Amendment law actually says, and thus what constitutes the target for con-
gruence and proportionality review. This book also makes that argument. 
But it bears repeating that Boerne is nearly twenty years old and, when it 
was announced, commanded agreement across the Court’s ideological spec-
trum. And again, Boerne rests on a core assumption about judicial supremacy 
that both wings of the current Court have embraced— an assumption that, as 
noted earlier in this introduction, at least sometimes redounds to the benefit 
of unpopular civil rights claims. A book that hopes to work within the pa-
rameters of modern judicial doctrine must make its peace with Boerne. The 
good news, at least for advocates of a broader congressional role in enforcing 
the Fourteenth Amendment, is that the congruence and proportionality test 
is flexible enough to accommodate such a role. This book endeavors to make 
that argument.

A final, more general, caveat is in order. As should be clear by now, this is 
a book about judicial doctrine. Many wonderful pieces of scholarship have 
been written discussing discrimination from a theoretical or moral perspec-
tive. When appropriate, this book cites and discusses them. But, except as 
noted later, it does not join that discussion directly.

Still, it bears repeating that the legal doctrine this book discusses con-
cerns congressional power to give concrete form to the vague but morally 
resonant guarantee of “equal protection.” This fact requires courts to apply 
legal doctrine to phenomena— enforcement legislation— that may reflect the 
more theoretical or moral understandings of discrimination noted earlier. 
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Congress is not bound by the strictures of legal analysis. While it is re-
quired, of course, to stay within constitutional boundaries, as a politically 
responsive policy- making institution it also has the power, and, indeed, the 
obligation, to respond to the nation’s evolving moral sensibilities about dis-
crimination: the types Americans find laudable, the types we find accept-
able, and the types we find invidious. Those sensibilities reflect, to a greater 
or lesser degree, theorists’ discussions asking, to use one scholar’s title, 
“When is discrimination wrong?”39 Judicial review of legislation reflecting 
those sensibilities therefore inevitably requires courts to engage those more 
theoretical analyses.

Thus, a book about congressional power to enforce equal protection stands 
at the borderline between theoretical discussions of equality and doctrinal 
discussions of constitutional law. As such, the book’s analysis touches on 
those more theoretical discussions as it considers how courts have reviewed 
enforcement legislation grounded on Americans’ understandings of what 
equality requires. In particular, it considers how courts have struggled to 
translate those understandings into doctrinally coherent terms. This struggle 
provides yet another reason the enforcement power provides such an intellec-
tually rich question, in addition to one whose proper answer is so important 
both to the appropriate division of power between Congress and the courts 
and to the modern relevance of the Fourteenth Amendment’s promise.

The Book’s Structure
This book is divided into four parts. Part I (chapters 1 through 3) tells, in a 
highly abbreviated way, the story of equal protection and the enforcement 
power in American law up to the present day. Of course, the enforcement 
power is the main subject of this book. But it is impossible to identify and 
analyze the problems the Enforcement Clause poses without examining, at 
least briefly, the guaranties that clause authorizes Congress to enforce. Hence, 
chapters 1 and 2 present a highly condensed version of equal protection’s his-
tory, explaining how the Court has come to understand both the scope of the 
Equal Protection Clause and its underlying meaning. Chapter 1 tells the story 
up to 1937, the year that marks the threshold of the Court’s modern era. Chap-
ter 2 explains how over the past seventy- five years the Court has attempted to 
give effect to that underlying meaning. Chapter 3 tells the analogous story of 
the enforcement power. It briefly explains the Court’s early encounters with 
that power but focuses primarily on twentieth- century decisions, culminating 
in the 1997 case City of Boerne v. Flores, which established the modern rule 
governing that power.
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Part II (chapters 4 and 5) critiques the Court’s current approach to the 
enforcement power. Chapter 4 explains how that approach misconstrues its 
own equal protection doctrine and thus tests enforcement legislation against 
the wrong constitutional baseline. Chapter 5 explains how recent enforcement 
power decisions have inappropriately second- guessed Congress’s judgments 
on matters that can only be described as questions of policy, rather than law. 
These chapters also explain how these missteps will likely recur, given the 
likely path of future enforcement legislation.

Part III (chapters 6 through 8) offers a new approach. Chapter 6 argues 
that the Court should refocus its congruence and proportionality analysis to-
ward core constitutional rules rather than the decisional aids against which it 
currently tests enforcement legislation. Chapter 7 offers a series of principles 
to guide the Court’s decisions about when to defer to Congress’s judgments 
and findings supporting enforcement legislation. Chapter 8 considers Con-
gress’s Enforcement Clause power to regulate private parties.

Part IV (chapters 9 and 10) applies that new approach. Chapter 9 applies 
it to what this book considers its primary concerns: enforcement legislation 
targeting state government action believed to be unconstitutionally unreason-
able or infused with animus, and enforcement legislation tackling stubborn 
or subtle discrimination. Chapter 10 speculates about how this proposed ap-
proach might inform Congress’s power to enforce other Fourteenth Amend-
ment rights: both the racial equality and fundamental rights strands of equal 
protection itself, and the substantive rights guaranteed under the Due Process 
Clause.

This structure requires heavily condensing the story of equal protection in 
order to prevent it from swamping the book’s focus on congressional enforce-
ment. I hope that persons encountering this material for the first time will 
find this condensed story accessible and sufficiently detailed; I also hope that 
experienced scholars will excuse the inevitable simplifications and omissions.

This structure also requires a bit of backtracking. Chapters 1 and 2 pro-
ceed chronologically, ending with what judges, lawyers, scholars, and citizens 
face today as our equal protection jurisprudence. Chapter 3 then rewinds the 
tape, to consider the evolution of the enforcement power. This backtracking 
is quite artificial: judges live and work in a particular time period, facing and 
deciding all questions that confront them. Thus, for example, the same Court 
that initially determined the meaning of the Equal Protection Clause also de-
cided the first cases involving legislation enforcing that clause. Nevertheless, 
the coherence of the underlying stories— of the meaning of equal protection 
and the enforcement power— requires unraveling these two stories, interre-
lated though they may be, and presenting them separately. I hope that the 
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later chapters of the book reconnect these stories in ways that compensate for 
that initial artificial separation.

Similarly, when part III makes its argument for a new approach, it refers 
extensively to the cases discussed in part I and the objections to the current 
doctrine discussed in part II. This organization is also a concession to real-
ity: before part III can work with the cases and the Court’s analysis of the 
issues they present, part I must present them in their chronological context, 
and part II must critique them in order to point out the need for the new 
approach part III offers. I hope that the cost imposed on the reader by any 
repetition is outweighed by the benefits that are gained in presenting some 
material three times: first as part of a chronological tour, then as the objects 
of critique, and finally as the subjects to which the new approach is applied.
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